Identification of rabbit genomic Ig-VH pseudogenes that could serve as donor sequences for latent allotype expression.
Synthetic DNA oligomers specific for the VHa allotypes of rabbit Ig genes have been used to identify latent allotypic sequences in homozygous a1 and a2 rabbits. Two Ig VH pseudogenes containing latent a3 regions have been cloned from the genome of a homozygous a2 rabbit. Analysis of the regions associated with allotype expression indicates that these two pseudogenes contain VHa- sequences in framework region 1 (FR1) and VHa3 sequences in FR3. One gene has undergone an unusual rearrangement with a third VH gene, deleting their intervening sequences and recombining in FR3 with sequences 5' to the leader exon. Our results demonstrate the presence of latent VH sequences in the genomic DNA of normal rabbits and suggest that a mechanism such as gene conversion is responsible for expression of genetically-unexpected Ig VH genes.